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Awakening Europe
The main priorities of Europe 2020:
• Intelligent Development:
the development of economics
based on knowledge and innovations,
• Sustainable growth: supporting effective
economics taking full advantage of
resources, more environmental friendly
and more competitive,
• Development enhancing social inclusion

GRAND CHALLENGES!
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Europe 2020 – 7 Flagship Initiatives
All the 7 flagship initiatives will require ICT support,
and without such a support achieving success
within these initiatives will not be possible.
Two of them are of particular importance: ”Digital Agenda for Europe",
directly connected with ICT research and development, and "Innovation
Union" connected with a broad exploitation of innovative activities
serving the purpose of addressing European challenges.

•
•
•
•
•

„Youth on the move”,
„Resource efficient Europe”,
„An industrial policy for the globalisation era”,
„An Agenda for new skills and jobs”,
„European Platform against Poverty”.
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Baltic Sea Region (1)
The Baltic Sea region has a 8000-km long coastline and its longest part lies within 8
member countries’ territories (Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Germany, Denmark) with only a short part in Russia.
The Baltic Sea, a marine highway, is rather shallow (mean depth 50m), almost closed (with
a complete water exchange every 30 years), its drainage area from land territory fourfold
bigger than its area (residential area for almost 100 million people) with a high
contamination level.
It can be stated that in spite of many years of collaboration and common projects, the right
solutions to this region’s problems are yet to be found. For this reason the European
Commission has developed the European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region.

European Union Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region
Baltic Sea Region Programme 2007-2013
South Baltic Cross-Border Co-operation Programme

These programmes do not focus on ICT

…
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Baltic Sea Region (2)
…  but!
The Baltic Sea region has a big share in the global market of developing
knowledge, in which ICT technologies plays a vital role.
This region is open to the development driven by ICT and new Future Internet
technologies (e.g. Ambient Sweden).
At least two research and educational networks of the region: NORDUnet
and PIONIER belong to leading European NRENs.
Two scientific initiatives of Nordic countries have been already proposed.

Nordic e-Science
Globalisation
Initiative

Baltic Ring
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Baltic Sea Region - R&D ICT Region
The idea …
We observe the concurrence of the EU Strategy in Baltic
Sea Region and Europe 2020. This implies additional areas
of EU actions in this macro region.
Therefore, due to the intelligent specialization of this
region, it might be posited that the Baltic Sea is one of the
regions suitable for pioneering implementation in macro
scale of Europe 2020 flagship initiatives based on regional
science, education and e-Infrastructure capabilities.
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… is implementation of the idea
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Proposal of CYBERBALTIC Projects
Infrastructure projects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Baltic Ring Plus
Baltic Umbrella
Baltic Tier-1 Net
Baltic Cloud
Baltic network of natural environment virtual laboratories

Knowledge platforms:
6. Baltic Radio Astronomy Platform
7. Baltic Climate Platform
8. Repository of Baltic countries heritage & Digital Humanities Platform
9. Multimedia platform
10.Experimental facility platform for researchers
11.Open touristic Baltic platform
12.Baltic Trustworthy Platform
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1. Baltic Ring Plus
Baltic Ring + National Baltic Sea distribution networks

KOSZALIN

GDAŃSK
OLSZTYN

SZCZECIN
TORUŃ
BYDGOSZCZ

_ PIONIER
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2. Baltic Umbrella
Baltic broadband Internet accessible always and everywhere

Wireless NGA (LTE?, 4G?, …)
Co-operation with telecom industry
(Nokia?, Ericsson?, Alcatel?, Siemens?, …)
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4. Baltic Cloud
The aim of the project is to implement and support federated clouds for
computations, archiving, and services required by strategic challenges of the Baltic
Sea region and Europe 2020.
Implementation areas besides scientific research include an increase in economic
potential through making such an infrastructure and its services accessible for
micro and small enterprises. It will enable teamwork, building environment on
demand with the use of available services, telecommuting (working from home)
and executing specific, advanced computations on applications available within
cloud environment.
Implementing those new technologies would be much easier in small enterprises
than in large businesses, hence the federated cloud can lay foundations for
establishing a test laboratory for a new type of services and novel approaches.
BalticGrid, NORDUGRID, PL-Grid, PLATON, EGI, EUDAT constitute the basis for these
works.
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5. Baltic network of natural environment
virtual laboratories (1)
The aim of the project is to establish the network of virtual laboratories of
natural environment encompassing selected marine areas (for instance Gdansk Bay,
Bothnian Bay), river mouths (in Poland: the Vistula Lagoon, Szczecin Lagoon), lakes
close to the Baltic Sea (in Poland: Jamno, Lebsko), protected regions (in Poland: the
Słowiński National Park, Coastal Landscape Park), forest areas (Białowieża Forest).
Functionality of these laboratories has to facilitate their use to a great extent, among
others, for research and control of climate model parameters, contamination
monitoring, environment protection, education and tourism purposes.
Future Internet technologies will offer a technological base for these laboratories.
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5. Baltic network of natural environment
virtual laboratories (2)
A distributed repository of climatic and environmental data comprising both
historical and current observational data and network laboratory research results
should be a very important component of the virtual laboratories network.

RINGrid, DORII, BALTRAD, COHIBA, Ocean Observatories Inititative constitute the basis for these works.
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6. Baltic Radio Astronomy Platform
The goal of this project is to create European Baltic subnetworks of e-VLBI and
LOFAR observations enabling the implementation of regional research and
observation programmes. Content-related aspects of the research are yet to be
identified. With respect to the first subnetworks, it may include observatories in
• Piwnice near Toruń (Poland),
• Onsala (Sweden),
• Metsahovi (Finland),
• Irbene (Latvia).
With respect to the second
subnetworks, it may include
observatories in Wieliczka,
Olsztyn, Borowiec near
Poznań (Poland),
Effelsberg, Potsdam,
Garching, Tautenburg,
Jülich (Germany),
and Onsala (Sweden).
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7. Baltic Climate Platform
• The Baltic natural environment virtual laboratories
network,
• The Baltic network of climate repositories being a
part of the Baltic natural environment virtual
laboratories network and providing access to the
BALTRAD project’s repositories,
• Advanced Feather radar network for the Baltic Sea
Region developed within the BALTRAD project
(which will be continued as BALTRAD+ ).

The system of multiscale modeling and multiparameter simulations of relations and climate
changes is an essential component of the platform. It
will enable experiments allowing research into and
design of proper strategies of adapting to climatic
changes in short- and long-term perspective.

Virtual Climate Observatory
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8. Repository of Baltic countries heritage
& Digital Humanities Platform (1)
Baltic countries participate in the development of digital resources by operating
within, among others, the Europeana project, Baltic projects: Baltic Sea Library,
Vifanord and by realising national initiatives (for instance, the Digital Libraries
Federation within the PIONIER network).
At the same time, it can be noted that it is becoming more difficult to gain access
to documents concerning social life, press and other printed materials, archival
internet information, etc.

Due to an increasing significance of digital contents within the Future Internet
Technology, it seems reasonable to act with the purpose of establishing a
federated structure of repositories, concerning both heritage and current
information coming from the Baltic countries. This will be one of key goals in this
platform.
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8. Repository of Baltic countries heritage
& Digital Humanities Platform (2)

Federation
of digital repositories
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Conclusion
• The list of infrastructure projects and platforms is far
from being complete and it requires creative works as well
as a lot of feedback from external experts in order to
make it complete.
• The CYBERBALTIC concept has been created as a result of
reflections upon projects of the Baltic programmes as well
as the 6th and 7th Framework Programmes.
• By developing and integrating Future Internet
Technologies it will be possible to achieve the intelligent
growth anticipated within the strategies. Research,
innovations and e-Infrastructure will play the key roles to
deal with grand challenges behind the Europe 2020
strategy and Horizon 2020 Programme.
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Support and Contribution
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Thank you!

Norbert Meyer
meyer@man.poznan.pl
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